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the brothers konstandinos and lazlo are being followed in a van by the germans. sam notices this in the crane and attempts to get a swat shot but the vehicle escapes when he opens fire. they then call sebastian to report that there are two americans following them. eventually they are spotted by
freecell, a radio scanner-equipped german reconnaissance drone. freecell attempts to arm the people in the van but konstandinos disables it. the german drive over the scanner and crash into the vehicle. freecell's pilot survives but konstandinos and lazlo are captured. from the detroit war room

jillian hayes informs them that the terrorist squad, freecell are now in ohio. they try to warn sam but their driver gets radio jammed. sam goes out of the war room to look for freecell so he can assist in their capture. he goes to the ambulance and picks up a police radio. he then races over to the car
park of shaker express a large distribution and warehouse company, aka the place where their bounty is placed. inside he picks up the trap box containing the microchip with the freecell signal. on the way out sam brings the box to the war room but the box gets bashed on the floor. jillian tells sam
that it's no use and that the bounty will go in the air. the harbinger a v1 missile equipped with a nuclear warhead, is launched and it flies out of control. sam quickly heads towards the theater and then to the front of it to take out the harbinger. meanwhile sebastian attempts to launch the harbinger

on the roof of the building next to the theater. without it he has no way of sending the microchip to the war room. sam destroys the building and then the harbinger. while the harbinger lands near the warner center mall, sam finds it is not functioning and heads to the nearest police station.
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blacklist is also the first main series game to incorporate the use of physics, giving sam the ability to destroy surfaces and climb walls. even more familiar are destructive elements such as the freeze grenade and interactive smoke. new to blacklist is a series of supplemental weapons. sam's arsenal includes swords, a flamethrower, tesla cannons, thermal
goggles and more. each new weapon provides completely new abilities and techniques to sam's arsenal. blacklist also introduces a set of new characters to the main series. briggs is the new lead character and sam's trusted partner who is tasked with monitoring sam and helping him when he needs it. fisher is a u.s. government counterintelligence agent

who reluctantly agrees to help sam in his investigations. sadiq is the new antagonist in blacklist. a street level thug with connections to the engineer cell, he joins forces with hiko and they plan the next blacklist attack. finally, blacklist is the first main series game to showcase a survival mode. survival mode forces players to use items from previous game in
order to survive. each level has a primary objective as well as several optional objectives. successful completion of any one of the optional objectives will reward the player with new equipment. survival mode ends when sam is successfully extracted from the level or the time runs out. on a personal note, i am very excited for blacklist to be released. i

believe it will feel like the best game splinter cell has ever seen and i have high expectations for you all to enjoy it as much as i am. we are also very excited to see what community does with this new level of gameplay that sam fisher will be able to experience. 5ec8ef588b
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